We should deal with our neighbors in the following way:
1. Must remain to maintain policies and principles.
   Length of a successful agreement is to be read, just as they made clear they will continue to support the Allies.
2. This is not in derogation of any Alliance or of our new initiatives in view of better relations with P.R.C.

For peace and world:
U.S.S.R. + U.S. want
such good relations with all
other.

We recognize danger - that disputes between 34 countries - will constitute greatest danger of dragging us into conflict.
(e.g., principles in our agreement to reduce our influence to real reduce such danger in such areas.)
we discuss U.N. & nuclear - e.g.,
We did not agree anything.
We did not reach agreement.

pledge, armament will not use its effects & end war - as want peaceful
state, cease fire, withdrawal + P.O.C.

After this summit we must rebuild efforts to remove the very possible obstacles which might drive us into conflict.
Trade is not going to open up areas

1. Are convinced this an
   great opportunity.
2. We remained different in basic view
3. Take our chance in July for open way
We write in new ages.

Proud of other parts—faith
in the future—now college
among leaders.

Let us meet it—must be
productive feeling of superiority
that became known a great people
triumph of to itself and to world to
do its best—to contribute its most.

Why is this specially our own?
Our spirit—broad with our faults
our mistakes.
Our spirit—seeks a new world
most for our benefit but for benefit
of all mankind—(Jefferson quote)

proud
patriotism seem us—
our nation respect us—

It is in our words of the
trust—true to our destiny—

This must not mis—must not our parties
must with us—must on the larger. It
is as big as America

Proud of our present

Faith in future

Let us build on a new America
the spirit—our own power

Let the New America
lay the world God has ordered not play.